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FURTHER INFORMATION

All inclusive price  starts from €70,00 per person (on a maximum of 4 people)
Additional overnight stay before/after the tour 70€ per person
Essential Equipment: trekking essentials. On the spot you can rent for free 
telescopic hiking poles, frontal lamp and binoculars or purchase sleeping bag 
and backpack.

Lago Santo and Mount Marmagna Hike
A day hike, accompanied by a professional Nature Guide, in 
Cento Laghi Park and along Mount Marmagna. The core area of 
the Unesco MaB Reserve and gate to the so-called Food Valley.

HIKE ITINERARY

● Meeting in the morning by the Barboj 
Park in Rivalta (Lesignano dé Bagni).  
Transfer by a 4x4 to Cento Laghi 
Park located in Parma’s section of the 
Apennine mountain chain.

● Start of the hike. In about an hour you 
will reach the shore of Lago Santo, the 
largest natural basin in the Northern 
Apennines and where the historical 
Rifugio Mariotti can be found (1508 
m.s.l.).

● After a short break the hike will re-
sume. At first the walk will follow the 
shore of the lake, until the old Fishery, 
and then turn into the woods. After 
passing a relevant rock slab the walk 
will ascend until Marmagna Pass and 

then proceed along its ridge. Once at 
the top, marked by a towering cross,  
we will have reached the highest point 
of our hike (1851 m.s.l.). From here, 
geographical border between the 
continental and mediterranean climate 
zones, you can admire the Gulf of La 
Spezia to the south and the Alps chain 
to the north.

● After a snack made of the products 
of the local biodiversity, it will be 
time to start climbing down. The walk 
will pass by Capanna Schiaffino and 
end by Rifugio Lagdei. The hike will 
finish by the late afternoon,  for those 
desiring it, it is possible to extend the 
experience with an overnight stay in a 
Hotel or B&B.


